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Looking at long exposure night st ills, one ad-
mires the l ight path's reminiscence of motion 
on a st ill image. This sense of motion lets the 
viewer contemplate on what's on the picture.

Is it a bl inking l ight or just a weak one? How 
many cars passed by and how fast were they? 
The two similar l ight screens, were they a 
couple or two persons at the same pace at 
different t imes?

One can only assume the stories these 
charming frames of condensed t ime try to tell. 
All that has already passed when one holds 
the picture in hand. This visual izat ion of the 
passage of t ime is the best, one can get.

But what if you could wittness this process of 
motion being condensed into a st ill image with 
your own eyes and right as it is happening? 

With Light Paths, any significant motion in a 
desired urban context could be tracked, pro-
cessed and served instantly via floor-
project ion as an amazing info-vis.

The passerbys enjoy it, space-syntax theori-
cians admire it.

It adds an urban context a notion of safety 
with guiding l ights, and fun with pre-recorded 
ghost paths appearing out of nowhere and 
surprising the viewers.

Light Paths is an ongoing project with endless 
possibil it ies Once the motion is tracked and 
processed, any visual izat ion on the site is pos-
sible using the information.

Having the possibil ity of implementat ion in mind, the first qual ity in the search for a site was the ease of an 
intervention. Not going further from the TU Wien was an idea. The density and the direct ion of the motion 
was another qual ity. The street l ighing in the area was another one.

A place with motion in different direct ions and densit ies, being relat ively dark at nights and close to the uni-
versity, there weren’t many options but only one.
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Light Paths
Site : Resselgasse
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import processing.video.*;

// Variable for capture device
Capture video;
// Previous Frame
PImage prevFrame;
// How different must a pixel be to be a "motion" pixel
float threshold = 50;
  

int[] allColor;
int[] allTime;

int fadeTime = 4000; //fade t ime in mill iseconds

void setup() {
  size(720,405);
  video = new Capture(this, width, height, 30);
  // Create an empty image the same size as the video
  prevFrame = createImage(video.width,video.height,RGB);
  int pixelCount = video.width*video.height;
  allColor=new int[pixelCount];
  allTime=new int[pixelCount];
  for (int i = 0; i < pixelCount; i++) {
allColor[i]=0;
allTime[i]=0;
}

  }

void draw() {
  
  // Capture video
  if (video.available()) {
    // Save previous frame for motion detection!!
    
prevFrame.copy(video,0,0,video.width,video.height,0,0,video.width,video.height)
;
    prevFrame.updatePixels();
    video.read();
  }
  

  loadPixels();
  video.loadPixels();
  prevFrame.loadPixels();
  
  // Begin loop to walk through every pixel
  for (int x = 0; x < video.width; x ++ ) {
    for (int y = 0; y < video.height; y ++ ) {
      
      int loc = x + y*video.width;      
      color current = video.pixels[loc];    
      color previous = prevFrame.pixels[loc]; 
      
      float r1 = red(current); float g1 = green(current); float b1 = blue(current);
      float r2 = red(previous); float g2 = green(previous); float b2 = blue(previous);
      float diff = dist(r1,g1,b1,r2,g2,b2);
      
  
      if (diff > threshold) { 
        // If motion, change state in allColor to 255
        allTime[loc] = mill is() ;
      } else {
        // do nothing
      }
      
      //allTime auf allColor übertragen
      if (mill is()-allTime[loc] < fadeTime) {
        allColor[loc]=255;
      } else {
        allColor[loc]=0;
      }
      
      pixels[loc] = color(allColor[loc]);
    }
  }
  updatePixels();
  filter(BLUR, 3);
}
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Technology : Motion Tracking
Paint ing with l ight is easy, many pro-
ject ion techniques are out there to 
use.

The problem is motion tracking. Opti-
cal motion tracking is one of the best 
motion tracking options one can use 
for motion on a singular plane.

Using Processing, we were able to 
use computers to process the infor-
mation on the video as motion.

The simple code on the right was 
enough for the init ial try-outs with 
tracking.

What it does is, it compares every 
frame with the one before and marks 
the changes in pixels. 

This marking process is coded as 
‘paint pixels as white and fade out 
with t ime’. 

If the output of the code is projected 
on the site, it gives you the l ight paths.

A nostalgic game with walking pedes-
trians viewed from top is used for 
test ing.

It worked.
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Street Test

Capturing video from a regular building, we were able to track the motion and had a simulat ion with video 
composit ing.

If it was not digital composit ing but a floor-project ion, the project ion would tr igger the motion tracking soft-
ware again and again in an infinite cycle.

To avoid this, further tests will be made with IR (infra-red) cameras and IR l ight ing to track only the motion 
but not the visible right rays.
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